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After months of upside (negative) surprises, infl ation fi nally delivered a positive surprise, as the 
October CPI fi gure triggered the best day in equity markets since 2020. The latest fi gures provid-
ed investors with hope of receding infl ation pressures across most sectors of the economy. Both 
headline and core CPI fell to annual rates of 7.8% and 6.3% respectively.

Stubbornly high infl ation has been largely driven by three components: energy, core goods, and 
services, but the good news is that all three are fl ashing signs of abating. After 3 consecutive 
months of decline, energy prices rose in October due to a spike in gas prices but were partially 
off set by declines in utility prices. Food prices are waning but still elevated, particularly as the cost 
of eating out refl ects higher wages and a resilient demand in the restaurant industry.

Most encouraging is that core goods showed evidence of further disinfl ation, driven by the un-
clogging of supply chains and decreasing consumer demand. Core infl ation excluding shelter fell 
by 0.1% last month, posting its fi rst decline since May 2020. As wage growth continues to slow 
down and demand for services subsides, core infl ation should continue to moderate.

Market Response
If the market’s response to last week’s CPI print sounds familiar, it’s because it is. Stock prices 
have repeatedly jumped this year each time investors sensed the Fed may be nearing the end of 
its ongoing rate hike cycle, the fastest since the 1980s. Investors should proceed with caution, 
however, as it is highly unlikely that one data release will alter the Fed’s tightening strategy. More 
positive surprises and confi rmed downward trends in infl ation will be needed to cause the Fed to 
change course.

More Work To Do

It appears that the Fed’s aggressive rate hike plan is fi nally bearing fruit, but the next phase will 
involve a delicate balance of making appropriate policy adjustments without causing undue harm 
to the economy. Too much tightening would crush demand and potentially lead to a deep reces-
sion, but stopping too early would allow infl ation to remain persistently high and become a head-
wind to long-term growth. 

The best outcome for investors would involve the Fed allowing its policies enough time to work 
their way through the economy, as to avoid overtightening to the point of a deep recession. The 
path to reaching the Fed’s long-term infl ation target of 2% is lengthy with several pitfalls along 
the way, but last week’s CPI report is a nice step forward on the journey.
 

FALLING INFLATION: 
A TREND OR ANOMALY?



Forward Expectations

The Fed is still fully committed to its rate hike schedule, regardless of last week’s positive infl ation 
surprise. Investors can rest assured, however, that the Fed took notice and now may be more in-
clined to slow its pace of hikes if the improving infl ation trend persists. As it stands, the Fed is still 
expected to raise rates by 50 basis points in December, but February’s scheduled rate hike could 
be lowered if a lower infl ationary trend in fact develops.

All investors have one thing in common, and that is uncertainty of how markets will immediately 
receive and respond to surprise economic data. Last week led markets to be cautiously optimistic 
that October’s surprise CPI print is the beginning of a downward trend, and that the Fed’s rate 
hike strategy has gained suffi  cient traction to bring infl ation back to healthy levels. While inves-
tors wait to see if this is true, it is important to remain patient and diversifi ed as the economy 
continues to return to pre-Covid levels of normalcy.
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